
'BUTTONING UP'

'BUTTONING UP'

Notice the veins
in the yolk sac?

Becoming a FryBecoming a FryBecoming a Fry
At this point your alevin is well on its way to being a fry. 

Salmon hatcheries are

designed to create ideal

conditions for baby salmon

development and can double

survival rates!

   Baby alevin are light sensitive 
and would be found under the
gravel at the river bottom in the
wild. In the hatchery we keep the
alevin in the dark, where they can
relax.  

Alevin are born with a built in 'lunch
box', which is the yolk sac left over
from their egg. They don't need to
go in search of food until all of the
nutrition it provides is used up (the
timeline depends on temperature). 
 This is a good thing, because they
are not very camoflauged in this
stage to hide from predators. 

 
 

Meet your

ALEVINALEVIN

Size: 2 - 4 cm 

Interesting Facts 

Just gotta 

hide here in the rocks

because I'm not yet

camoflauged! 

 

 When water flow and oxygen levels are

adequate, growth rate of alevin is determined

by temperature. We can control these

variables in the incubator in our hatchery.

Light, temperature change, oxygen
concentration, and substrate type (ie.
gravel), not just time

When the egg hatches into
an alevin depends on: 

The yolk sac, also called
the 'lunch box' is twice the

size of the fish when it
emerges from the egg

Did
yo

u know?

Hatchery Term for 

The yolk sac 

is gradually absorbed 

 and becomes hidden in the body cavity. 

Sponsor a Salmon Newlsetter #2

February 4, 2022



A keystone is the most important stone in

architecture, in the middle of an arch. If you remove

the kestone the whole arch would collapse. In the

same way, salmon are key to supporting many other

species that depend on them as a food source. We

need to protect salmon to ensure the survival of the

whole ecosystem! 
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You may wonder why some 

species are in the arch - like plants and

 fungi. When salmon spawn and die, their 

bodies decompose and release important

nutrients into the soil, which ends up feeding the

forest with nutrients that came all the way from

the ocean. It's an incredible cycle!

Fry

Adults

Although this may sound sad, salmon

have a special function of keeping

other species and forests alive! We give

them a special title because of this:

 

SURVIVAL
EggsSALMONSALMON

Smolts

The survival rate of salmon in the wild is very low. On

average, a female Chinook salmon will lay around 5000

eggs - but only 2 to 4 of them will survive to spawn

successfully.  
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Hatchery: Behind the ScenesHatchery: Behind the Scenes



Spot the 

Eggs are hatching

ALEVIN...ALEVIN...

How many

newly

hatched

ALEVIN

can you

see in this

photo ?

Circle them 

and count!

Answer: 6

Photo by Martin Hippmann



Allow balloon to dry

Cut a circle in tied end of balloon

(becomes the top where handle is)

Tape or glue tart tin securely inside the

bottom of balloon 

Bend wire into round shapes (reinforce top)

and fashion a handle. 

Add the candle (LED or real) *LED

recommended for young children!  

GET CREATIVE!GET CREATIVE! MAKE A SALMON 
EGG LANTERN

Here are the steps to make your own salmon egg lantern.  We welcome you to join our lantern procession

Feb 20, 2022 along the Shuswap River in Enderby and shine your light!  You can even add your egg to

the giant female salmon lantern!

Gather supplies: 

Balloon

Empty plastic container or wide- mouth

glass jar (no lid needed)

School glue (clear drying) + water Tissue

paper ( white, red, orange, pink)

Paintbrushes

Small tin (cat food or tart size)

LED or tea light candle

Light wire & strong tape to 

make handle

Inflate balloon and tie off

Nest the balloon in the top of lid-  

 less container

Paint a layer of glue over the balloon

& lay strips of tissue on top

Paint more glue (mixed with water)

on top of tissue

Add another layer of tissue and

repeat with glue

Light or turn on your candle, find a dark room or wait until night and watch your salmon egg

lantern GLOW! Come join our lantern procession on the Enderby Riverwalk, starting from the

Maud St. parking lot (Harvest Hut), at 7PM on February 20th, 2022
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